Know Your Reference
Elevation for Water
Gauge Readings

Better communication and
understanding of proper
balancing procedures
has been part of AABC’s
mission for more than 40
years and helps to produce
buildings that operate as
designed and intended.

Jim Hall, P.E., TBE Systems Management & Balancing, Inc.

Tech Talk is a regular
feature in which AABC

W

hen reading individual pressure gauges installed on
a water system to determine pressure differential
(drop) and calculate flow across an apparatus, the
elevation for each individual pressure gauge must be taken
into account.
Reference Figure 1

n

Example No. 1: When pumps are off, gauge A will be read 6
feet lower than gauge B due to the difference in elevation.

n

Example No. 2: When the supply connection is below the
return connection, the inlet pressure, Gauge B, will be
greater than the outlet pressure, Gauge A, by the summation
of the unit pressure drop and the elevation difference of the
gauges. Assume an inlet pressure of 40 feet:

B (40 ft) - Elevation Difference (6 ft) – PD (10 ft) = A (24 ft)
PD = B – A – Elevation Difference
10 ft = 40 ft – 24 ft – 6 ft

Rule Of Thumb: When supply is below return, subtract
elevation difference:
n

Example No. 3: When the supply connection is above the
return, the inlet pressure, Gauge B, will be equal to the
outlet pressure, Gauge A, less the unit pressure drop, plus
the elevation difference of the gauges.

A (40 ft) – PD (10 ft) + Elevation Difference (6 ft) = B (36 ft)
PD = A – B + Elevation Difference
10 ft = 40 ft - 36 ft + 6 ft

Rule Of Thumb: When supply is above return, add
elevation difference:
A
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others have had similar

Tech Talk
VAVs with Heater Banks

Q
A

Question: What is the maximum reheat permitted in a VAV box with heater
banks? Also, how does one establish what size kW element (not the length of the
element) can practically be used in a given size of VAV box?

AABC: The heater kW is basically limited by the leaving air temperature with the
heater at maximum output. Generally the leaving air is no greater than about 100
°F. Most box manufacturers have heater sizes listed in their literature.
To calculate the air temperature rise use the following;
One kW is equal to 3413 BTU/Hr so Kw * 3413 = Total BTU/Hr
To determine the temperature rise ( T);
Total BTU/Hr = CFM * 1.085 * Air T or T = BTU/Hr/(CFM * 1.085)

questions and, therefore,

— Steve Young, TBE, The Phoenix Agency Inc.

will benefit from the
answers. This new feature
will encourage others to

FIGURE 1

submit their questions.

The elevation difference is common on large heat exchanger
installations and could be as high as six (6) feet or more.
If this elevation difference is not taken into account, the
calculated flow rate could be off by as much as 25%.

Have a Question?
To submit a question for

The same pressure differential issue can occur when utilizing
a hydronic manometer similar to the Shortridge HDM-300
or Alnor HM670. When taking individual readings with the
hydronic manometer, the meter must be kept at the same
elevation for each reading. If the hydronic manometer is
located at different elevations for the individual readings,
the elevation difference must be taken into account for the
pressure differential calculation.

Tech Talk, email us at

If the hydronic manometer is simultaneously connected to
both the inlet and outlet of the measured apparatus, the
reported pressure differential on the meter is correct and no
elevation correction is required. The main concern at this
point is the inlet and outlet individual pressure readings.

The Associated Air Balance
Council frequently fields
technical questions from
engineers, contractors, owners
and others regarding proper
air and water balancing
procedures.

The inlet and outlet individual pressure readings will still
change with reference to the elevation of the meter; however,
as noted above, the differential between the two readings will
remain the same since the reference point for the individual
readings is the same. If the individual inlet and outlet pressure
readings of the apparatus under test are reported, then the
elevation difference between the readings should be noted and
the hydronic manometer elevation/location should be noted.
Next time the opportunity presents itself, connect the
hydronic manometer to one side of the apparatus under test
and take pressure readings with the hydronic manometer
located at different elevations.

info@aabc.com, or visit
the Tech Talk section of the
AABC website at
www.aabc.com/techtalk

These questions are answered
by the most qualified people
in the industry: AABC Test &
Balance Engineers (TBEs).

Ceiling Tiles and TAB Timing

Q

Question: Our test and balance contractor refuses to begin TAB until all ceiling
tiles are in place. This is a large project, and we can’t install them all yet due to
ongoing fire inspections. We have pressure independent constant air valves and
tight floor-to-deck boundaries in all areas. The specification says we can’t proceed
with balancing only in areas that “air-pattern adjustments are required.” We have
no such areas. The AABC Technician Training Manual, Chapter 7, “Basic Balance
Procedures” state that for constant volume systems, “balancing can be completed,
if possible, before ceiling is installed.” Am I wrong for asking TAB to begin?

A

AABC: The balance can be substantially completed in most systems without
the ceiling tile installed. However, the final balance pass and room pressure
verification should be performed only after the ceiling is installed and the building
architecturally complete.
— Steve Young, TBE, The Phoenix Agency Inc.

Actual Air Change Per Hour Field Calculations

Q
A

Question: I am working in an animal lab and I have actual room area volume
(cu.ft.), actual supply air CFM, and actual exhaust air CFM. The air change per
hour formula is (CFM x 60) / Room Cubic Feet = AC/Hr. Which CFM should I use,
the supply or exhaust CFM? In the past I have used the greater CFM of the two.
AABC: You are correct to use the greater cfm. Air changes are the amount of air
moved through a room. If the room is positive this air includes the excess are out
of the room, If neutral the equal air within the room and if negative the transfer air
into the room.
— Steve Young, TBE, The Phoenix Agency Inc.
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